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2
[1] Syntax is the study of the principles and processes by which sentences are constructed in particular languages.[2] Syntactic investigation of a given language has as its goal the construction of a grammar that can be viewedas a device of some sort for producing the sentences of the language under analysis. [3] More generally, linguistsmust be concerned with the problem of determining the fundamental underlying properties of successful grammars.[4] The ultimate outcome of these investigations should be a theory of linguistic structure in which the descriptivedevices utilized in particular grammars are presented and studied abstractly, with no speci�c reference to particularlanguages. [5] One function of this theory is to provide a general method for selecting a grammar for each language,given a corpus of sentences of this language. [6] The central notion in linguistic theory is that of \linguistic level."[7] A linguistic level, such as phonemics, morphology, phrase structure, is essentially a set of descriptive devices thatare made available for the construction of grammars; it constitutes a certain method for representing utterances. [8]We can determine the adequacy of a linguistic theory by developing rigorously and precisely the form of grammarcorresponding to the set of levels contained within this theory, and then investigating the possibility of constructingsimple and revealing grammars of this form for natural languages. [9] We shall study several di�erent conceptions oflinguistic structure in this manner, considering a succession of linguistic levels of increasing complexity which corre-spond to more and more powerful modes of grammatical description; and we shall attempt to show that linguistictheory must contain at least these levels if it is to provide, in particular, a satisfactory grammar of English. [10]Finally, we shall suggest that this purely formal investigation of the structure of language has certain interestingimplications for semantic studies. [11] The motivation for the particular orientation of the research reported here isdiscussed below in section 6.[1] yykObãéy¥¤ÚÌÒcyylºìhMèkºãs . [2]@¹Py¥ºykãsHykºØyíµØº ,oykiQÝ¨YÇ°F£ÍbÀR§Uy¥ºylØþºèk . [3] ó@ëÊa ,y¥ÇaÌ²·ößpóTw¨\ºykºÜò»ºÝD . [4]oÇãsºÌáº²×³ÓOby¥²cºz×¤Q³Îbãéyk¤ÃâHaQí{Mãsºygèk ,ýS³£ìSwºãéy¥ . [5]oz×º\Î§@OïóC@y¥ (¹Poy¥ºylºys )£Ñ@ÓïÜ@Óykº@ëÊºìk . [6] y¥z×º¤ßº§ÀOy¥± . [7]@y¥± ,ÑpµìÇ ,cüÇ ,üÕ²c . »èWO@M°FykºØyQsy¨iÎºygèk;¦ïóíF¡kØßYØìk . [8]ÚÌiHMw@Óy¥z×ºØþÊHYæaMTêaoiXG]tboz×ºº@M±ºykºÎ¡ . Má°FÛMy¥ãspóØy²æºPúAºoÎ¡ºykºiàÊ . [9] ÚÌNÎoè¡ãsXØ£Pºy¥²cº[À ,Ò{Ûï³óVo³ÄOºykygºÎ¡º@tCÆøÊ¥Wºy¥± ;ÃBÚÌNÁÕiÜy¥z×ÜÖ²·]toÇ± ,SOOpG¦£Ñ@Ó¡N^yºyk . [10]Ìá ,ÚÌN£Xy¥º²cºoØÂéaÎ¡WºãsïóyNºãs³@wº³ìº£Ü .[11] boÌøiºãsºãéèVºÊ÷bá±Ä»¹QQ× .Figure 1. Chapter One of Syntactic Structures and Our Translation



3First, the function words are translated into a functional interlingua that corresponds to the source input.The nodes in capital letters in (2) encode functional elements. The DET is the determiner node, BE is thecopula, and COMP is the complementizer. We are also treating the prepositions as functional elements for thisparticular study because it simpli�es the presentation of our rules. Indices are encoded in square brackets.FUNCTIONAL INTERLINGUA (2)[Syntax BE[1] DET[1]:{definite}[DET[1] study -GEN DET[2]:{definite,plural}[[DET[2] principle and process] DET[3]:{bare,plural}[COMP DET[3] sentence DET[4]:{bare,plural}BE[2] constructed BE[1]:{singular}[IN DET[4] particular language]]]]] BE[2]:{plural}COMP:{+wh,P=by}Thus in (2), DET[1] is marked as de�nite. The determiner node DET[3] and DET[4] are used to encodeplurality, even though no determiner is present in the source text. We use this notation to indicate thatthe plurality features are stripped from the host nouns in the source language, and would be saved on theDET node in an implemented system. This is reected in the substitution of principle for principles,for example. The fact that these determiners do not appear in the source sentences is encoded by thefeature bare. In translating from Chinese to English, features for these nodes would presumably need to berecovered from the discourse in order to be instantiated on the corresponding English nodes. The featurenotation for the functional elements will be omited from the following �gures since it is largely irrelevant forour treatment.Now rules which are triggered by the functional elements apply. First consider the application of the ruleof Locative Preposing. This rule will be discussed in more detail below. In (3), the rule preposes the locativePP [IN DET particular language] to the position shown below.LOC � PREPOSING (3)[Syntax BE[IN DET particular language][DET study -GEN[[DET principle and process][COMP DET sentence BE constructed]]]]The English word of is a kind of inverse genitive marker, being encoded as -GEN above. This node needsto be translated to the \real" genitive, since Chinese does not have an inverse genitive. Thus a rule needsto substitute the preposition and swap the NP's. This rule is -GEN to GEN, and is shown in (4).�GEN to GEN (4)[Syntax BE[IN DET particular language][DET [[DET principle and process][COMP DET sentence BE constructed]]GEN study]]In order to get a close translation of a passive sentence inside a relative clause, it is often necessary to turnthe passive clause into an active clause. Thus in this case, the rule Passive to Active applies in (5).



4 PASSIV E TO ACTIV E (5)[Syntax BE[IN DET particular language][DET [[DET principle and process][COMP we construct DET sentence]]GEN study]]Notice that the rule has added a default subject we to the relative clause.In English, relative clauses follow the nouns they modify. In Chinese, they precede them. Thus we haveseveral rules that re-arrange relative clauses. The particular rule that yields the correct word order below isthe BY-COMP rule.BY �COMP (6)[Syntax BE[IN DET particular language][DET [[we BY construct DET sentence COMP][DET principle and process]]GEN study]]What makes the BY-COMP rule special is that it introduces the functional element BY in the relative clause.This is a particle (Ò { suo) that is required to translate the English by phrase.Next the system plugs in the functional lexical elements by the rule F-LEX.F � LEX (7)[Syntax O[b particular language ¤][[[we Ò construct sentence º][principle and process]]º study]]It should be clear from this example why we wish to have an interlingual system for the functional elements:notice that both COMP and GEN are encoded by the same Chinese word º (de). A simple transfer systemwould have to keep track of which º (de) is being used. Thus a conceptual basis for the interlingua is theability to handle word sense ambiguity.Next the system plugs in the open class lexical elements by the rule LEX.LEX (8)[yyk O[b ãé y¥ ¤][[[ ÚÌ Ò cy yl º][ìh M èk ]]º ãs ]]This is now the �nal output of the translation process.



5RULE Number of Applies inapplications Sentence:Translating COMPTHAT-WHICH-COMP 7 2,4,7,8,8,9,11FOR-COMP 6 2,5,7,7,8,10HIDDEN-COMP 3 4,8,11OF-GERUND-COMP 2 3,8GERUND-COMP 1 8IN-COMP 1 4BY-COMP 1 1Translating INFLPASSIVE-TO-ACTIVE 1 1PrepositionsLOC-PREPOSING 4 1,4,6,11Other RulesHEAVY-NP-SHIFT 1 2F-LEX (Applies to each functional element.)LEX (Applies to each open-class word.)Figure 2. Rules Used in Translating Chapter 1 of Syntactic Structures2. The Rules For Translating English to ChineseMost of the rules deal with translating relative clauses. These rules are triggered by features of COMP. Insome cases, passives in relative clauses must be made active before the appropriate COMP rule can apply.We leave it as an open question whether the rules should be ordered or whether �lters should cause thesystem to backtrack and apply rules when the output fails to meet certain conditions. For example, in ourtreatment, the output of the PASSIVE-TO-ACTIVE rule must feed the COMP rules. We grouped the LocativePreposing rule with the rules triggered by functional heads above for ease in presentation, but nothing wehave dealt with here mitigates that as a design decision. The rule of HEAVY-NP-SHIFT reverses the e�ect ofrightward-shifted NP's in English. Chinese appears not to have heavy NP shift, so every instance of a shiftedNP in English must be put back in its source position. Figure 2 illustrates the rules, how many times theyapplied, and which sentences they applied in.In the next section, we will give the formal descriptions of the rules we used to translate the �rst chapterof Syntactic Structures into Chinese. First we will describe the rules that deal with complementizers andrelative clauses. Then we will discuss the INFL rule that changes passive to active. Last, we will discussthe prepositional rules and the heavy NP shift rule. In the appendix, we will show the domains of the ruleapplications where they apply in the original English text.2.1. Translating COMPThe most important features of English relative clauses is that (i) they follow the noun they modify and(ii) the complementizer is the �rst element of the relative clause. Chinese relative clauses are the mirrorimage of English: (i) the relative clause precedes the noun it modi�es and (ii) the complementizer is the lastelement of the clause. Translating relative clauses, therefore, involves permuting these elements accordingly.The following rules do that, in addition to making other adjustments necessary for smooth translations.Consider the THAT-WHICH-COMP rule, listed in (9) below.



6 Definition of THAT� WHICH� COMP (9)[NP [COMP [..A..]]] ==>[[[..A..] COMP] NP]The left hand side of an arrow indicates that the structure of English sentence, which is the input. Theright hand side of an arrow shows the structure of Chinese sentence, which is the output. The rule can beapplied only when the structure of input matches the left hand side of the rule. The application of the ruleis illustrated below in (10).Application of THAT� WHICH� COMP (10)Input: This computer is [the tool [(that/which) [can do calculation]]]. ==>Output: This computer is [[ can do calculation COMP] DET tool ]o q£ O à µ pâ º uã .zhe dian nao shi neng zuo jisuan de gongjuNote of course that the DET node in the interlingua is spelled out as zero in the Chinese output.In general we use this arrow ==> to de�ne translation rules. In some of the rules below, we also use the--> arrow to de�ne paraphrase rules that operate within a language.The next rule { BY-COMP { does more than permute the NP and relative clause and move COMP; it alsointroduces a particle Ò (suo) that corresponds roughly to English by in this case.Definition of BY� COMP (11)[NP [BY COMP [SUBJECT [..A..]]]] ==>[[SUBJECT Ò\SUO [..A..] COMP] NP]It is otherwise just like the THAT-WHICH-COMP rule, as we see below.Application of BY� COMP (12)Input: This is [the algorithm [by which [we calculate pi]]]. ==>Output: This is [[ we Ò\SUO calculate pi COMP] algorithm]o O ÚÌ Ò pâ êPv º tâk .zhe shi women suo jisuan yanzhoulu de yian suan faThe HIDDEN-COMP rule translates an English relative clause that lacks a complementizer. It accomplishesthis by �rst introducing a complementizer into the functional interlingua, as indicated in Step 1. ThenStep 2 translates the result of Step 1 which now has a complementizer in the interlingua. Thus we haveencoded the e�ects of paraphrasing inside the structure of the rule de�nition itself. The paraphrase rules,which apply before translation rules, are indicated with the --> arrow.Definition of HIDDEN� COMP (13)Step 1: [NP [V.particple [..A..] by SUBJECT]] -->Step 2: [NP [COMP [INFL V.particple [..A..]]]] --> where INFL:{passive}Step 3: [NP [COMP [INFL SUBJECT V [..A..]]]] ==> change: INFL:{active}[[SUBJECT Ò\SUO [..A..] COMP] NP]



7Notice that Step 3 is very similar to the THAT-WHICH-COMP rule. In a more complete treatment, we wouldseparate the paraphrases from the rule de�nitions and allow the paraphrase rules to feed the entire set oftranslation rules. Nonetheless, for the purpose of this study, we are conating the paraphrase rules into thede�nition of the translation rules. The e�ect of the HIDDEN-COMP rule is shown in (14). Notice in particularthat the passive in the relative clause is made active. Also, the rule as stated requires an oblique subject ina by phrase in order to work. A more general rule would also handle passives without oblique subjects.Application of HIDDEN� COMP (14)Input:(i) This is the descriptive devices (utilized) by linguists. -->(ii) This is the descriptive device [COMP INFL utilize by linguists] -->(iii) This is the descriptive device [COMP INFL linguists utilize] ==>Output: This is [[linguists Ò\SUO utilize COMP] DET descriptive device]o O y¥ÇaÌ Ò ÏÎ º yg èk .zhe shi yuyanxuejiamen SUO shiyong de miaoxie fangfaIn the above example, sentence (i) is input. We rewrite it into sentence (ii) and rewrite (ii) into (iii) andtranslate from (iii) into Chinese. Notice that we can always transform a sentence with a hidden complemen-tizer into a sentence with a complementizer and passive structure as we see from sentences (i) and (ii). Thenwe apply the rule PASSIVE-TO-ACTIVE. Now the INFL node inside of [..A..] becomes active and absorbsthe features associated with the past particple of the verb utilized, leaving the verb as utilize. Then weapply rule THAT-WHICH-COMP on sentence (iii) and have the output shown above.Next let us consider the rule that translates gerundive relative clauses.Definition of GERUND� COMP (15)[NP [V-ing [..A..]]] -->[NP [COMP V [..A..]]] ==>[[V [..A..] COMP] NP]The e�ect of GERUND-COMP is shown below.Application of GERUND� COMP (16)Input:(i) This is the answer (corresponding to) the question -->(ii) This is the answer [COMP corresponds to the question] ==>Output: This is [[corresponds to DET [question] COMP] DET answer]o O Ûï³ó ÝD º ª× .zhe shi xiang dui ying yu wenti de da anSentence (i) is input. We rewrite it into sentence (ii) and translate from (ii) to Chinese.We notice that the structure of sentence (ii) is exactly the same as the input of rule THAT-WHICH-COMP.Actually, any sentence which contains a gerund functioning as a relative pronoun could in principle betransformed into a sentence with an overt complementizer such as that or which. That is, in a more completetreatment, we would directly feed the rule THAT-WHICH-COMP instead of encoding its e�ects locally on therule GERUND-COMP.



8We will now present three more rules for translating relative clauses: IN-COMP, OF-GERUND-COMP, andFOR-COMP. These rules follow the same format as above. The rules will be presented with a few commentson their use below.Definition of IN� COMP (17)[NP [IN COMP [SUBJECT [..A..]]]] ==>[[SUBJECT Ò\SUO [..A..] COMP] NP]Application of IN� COMP (18)Input: This is [the place [in which [I live]]]. ==>Output: This is [[I Ò\SUO live COMP] DET placeo O Ú Ò í º aè .zhe shi wo suo zhu de difangDefinition of OF� GERUND� COMP (19)[NP [of [V-ing]] [..A..]] -->[NP [of [how V]] [..A..]] ==>[[[[how\pó \pin-yin V][..A..]] GEN] NP]Application of OF� GERUND� COMP (20)Input:I consider [the problem [of [selecting]] the courses ofComputer Science Department]. ==>Output:I consider [[[[how select Computer Science Department] GEN DET course]Ú Ò{ pó ïÜ q£ ìÇ t º Ò{wo kaolu ruhe xuanze dianlao kexue xi de kechengGEN] DET problem]º ÝD .de wentiNote that there is an understood subject of the verb V, which is coreferent with the closest overt subject.Definition of FOR� COMP (21)[=S SUBJECT [..A..] [for [V-ing ..B..]] S=] ==>[=S SUBJECT [ïó \dweiyu [V ..B..]] [..A..] S=]In some cases, we use °F weile instead of ïó dweiyu because the sentence is smoother, but we will notinvestigate that here.



9Application of FOR� COMP (22)Input: [It [constitutes a certain method] [for [representing utterances]]].==>Output: [It [for [represent DET utterance]][constitute DET certain method]]¦ ïó íF ¡k Øß YØ ìk .ta duiyu biaoda 0 shuofa jianli mouzhong banfa2.2. Multiple Application of COMP RulesSo far, the architecture of our rules is quite simple, since paraphrase rules have been built into the translationrules in some cases. Consequently, each rule only needs to apply once. However, we know that this simplearchitecture cannot perform adequately in the general case. In particular, if a sentence has more than onerelative clause, the COMP rules must apply as many times as there are complementizers. Consider the sentencein (23), which contains two relative clauses.Multiple Relative Clauses (23)NP1 COMP1 NP2 COMP2This is [the answer (corresponding) to [the question (contained)within this chapter]].In this case, two rules must apply to translate the sentence { GERUND-COMP and HIDDEN-COMP. These stepsare shown below.Application of GERUND� COMP (24)Input: NP1 COMP1 NP2 COMP2This is [the answer (corresponding) to [the question (contained)within this chapter]]. ==>Output:This is [corresponds too O XGzhe shi hehu[DET question (contained) [within this chapter]]COMP1 DET answer]º ª×de da anNow the HIDDEN-COMP rule applies.



10 Application of HIDDEN� COMP (25)This is [corresponds too O XGzhe shi hehu[contain [within this chapter] COMP2 DET question]]t bo¹º º ÝDbaohan zai zhe zhang nei de wentiCOMP1 DET answer]º ª×de da an2.3. Translating INFLThe following rule transforms a passive sentence into an active one.Definition of PASSIVE� TO� ACTIVE (26)[=S OBJECT INFL VERB S=] ==> (where INFL:{passive})[=S somebody INFL VERB OBJECT S=] (change INFL:{active})Notice that there is no oblique subject in the input. However, it still can be translated in an active wayin Chinese by adding a default subject. We will see below that default subjects are sometimes necessary inorder to produce a smooth translation of an English passive into a Chinese active sentence. In the rule above,we have encoded the default subject as simply somebody. Obviously, the rule must be more sophisticated inthe general case.Application of PASSIVE� TO� ACTIVE (27)Input: John INFL saw ==>ù« BEI Ý£yuehan BEI kanjienOutput: Somebody saw John.YH Ý£ ù« .mouren kanjien yuehanAs before, we encode that passive voice with the INFL marker.2.4. Prepositional PhrasesIn Chinese, the locative phrase must go in post-subject position, as the following rule LOC-PREPOSING shows:Definition of LOC� PREPOSING (28)[=S SUBJECT [..A..] [in NP] [..B..] S=] ==>[=S SUBJECT [b\zai NP ¤\zhong] [..A..] [..B..] S=]



11Application of LOC� PREPOSING (29)Input: I walked in the park. ==>Output: I [in the park] walkÚ [b ½é ¤] ²B .wo zai gongyuan zhong sanbu2.5. Heavy NP ShiftDefinition of HEAVY� NP� SHIFT (30)[=S [..A..] has as its goal [..B..] S=] -->[=S [..A..] has [..B..] as its goal S=]H íµApplication of HEAVY� NP� SHIFT (31)Input: [Syntactic investigation of a given language]has as its goal[the construction of a grammar that can be viewed as a device ofsome sort for producing the sentences of the language underanalysis]. -->Output: [Syntactic investigation of a given language]has[the construction of a grammar that can be viewed as a device ofsome sort for producing the sentences of the language underanalysis]as its goal.This example structure is special, since there is a di�erent translation for has. Instead of the usualtranslation, you, we translate it as H yi in combination with the translation of English as { íµ dang zuo.



123. General Remarks for Future WorkA general question that must be properly addressed is the architecture that governs rule application. Inparticular, boundaries should be clearly drawn between the source and target languages on the one handand the interlingua on the other hand. Also, the degree to which the rules we have de�ned are reversibleshould be investigated.Another area that needs investigation is the tension between competence and performance in treating theoutput of the rule system. In particular, if the COMP rules apply to an NP modi�ed by several relative clauses,the result will be a structure that is grammatical but too di�cult to process. Recall that relative clausesgo to the right of the noun in English, but to the left in Chinese. So translating a clause with multiplerelative clauses in English would involve piling up the translations of these clauses to the left of the nounin Chinese. The problem is that these sentences are often di�cult to understand. This problem could inprinciple be handled by breaking the sentence up into smaller sentences in which former relative clausesare matrix sentences and the modi�cations are encoded by \normal" pronouns instead of relative pronouns.However, for this solution to work, we would have to have a measurement of processing di�culty. A generalsolution was not obvious to us, since in some cases, two or more prenominal relative clauses were not di�cultto process, and in other cases they were.A related issue that would require investigation if relative clauses are parcelled o� into separate sentencesis the question of intersentential anaphora. The English counterparts encode the dependencies that go alongwith relative clauses locally with a relative pronoun. These local dependencies would have to be recoveredglobally with a discourse anaphora component for the Chinese counterparts.



134. Appendix4.1. English Text of Syntactic Structures, Chapter 1, Introduction1 Syntax is the study of the principles and processes by which sentences are constructed in particularlanguages.2 Syntactic investigation of a given language has as its goal the construction of a grammar that can beviewed as a device of some sort for producing the sentences of the language under analysis.3 More generally, linguists must be concerned with the problem of determining the fundamental underlyingproperties of successful grammars.4 The ultimate outcome of these investigations should be a theory of linguistic structure in which thedescriptive devices utilized in particular grammars are presented and studied abstractly, with no speci�creference to particular languages.5 One function of this theory is to provide a general method for selecting a grammar for each language,given a corpus of sentences of this language.6 The central notion in linguistic theory is that of "linguistic level."7 A linguistic level, such as phonemics, morphology, phrase structure, is essentially a set of descriptivedevices that are made available for the construction of grammars; it constitutes a certain method forrepresenting utterances.8 We can determine the adequacy of a linguistic theory by developing rigorously and precisely the formof grammar corresponding to the set of levels contained within this theory, and then investigating thepossibility of constructing simple and revealing grammars of this form for natural languages.9 We shall study several di�erent conceptions of linguistic structure in this manner, considering a successionof linguistic levels of increasing complexity which correspond to more and more powerful modes ofgrammatical description; and we shall attempt to show that linguistic theory must contain at least theselevels if it is to provide, in particular, a satisfactory grammar of English.10 Finally, we shall suggest that this purely formal investigation of the structure of language has certaininteresting implications for semantic studies.11 The motivation for the particular orientation of the research reported here is discussed below in section6.



144.2. Our translation of Syntactic Structures, Chapter 1.The following is the Chinese sentences translated by using rules that we developed. These Chinese sentencesare translation of Syntactic Structures, Chapter 1.1 yykObãéy¥¤ÚÌÒcyylºìhMèkºãs .2 @¹Py¥ºykãsHykºØyíµØº , oykiQÝ¨YÇ °F£ÍbÀR§Uy¥ºylØþºèk .3 ó@ëÊa , y¥ÇaÌ²·ößpóTw¨\ºykºÜò»ºÝD .4 oÇãsºÌáº²×³ÓOby¥²cºz×¤Q³Îbãéyk¤ÃâHa Qí{Mãsºygèk , ýS³£ìSwºãéy¥ .5 oz×º\Î§@OïóC@y¥ (¹Poy¥ºylºys )£Ñ@ÓïÜ @Óykº@ëÊºìk .6 y¥z×º¤ßº§ÀOy¥± .7 @y¥± , ÑpµìÇ , cüÇ , üÕ²c . »èWO@M°FykºØy Qsy¨iÎºygèk ;¦ïóíF¡kØßYØìk .8 ÚÌiHMw@Óy¥z×ºØþÊHYæaMTêaoiXG]tboz×º º@M±ºykºÎ¡ . Má°FÛMy¥ãspóØy²æºPúAºo Î¡ºykºiàÊ .9 ÚÌNÎoè¡ãsXØ£Pºy¥²cº[À , Ò{Ûï³óVo³ÄOº ykygºÎ¡º@tCÆøÊ¥Wºy¥± ; ÃBÚÌNÁÕiÜy¥z× ÜÖ²·]toÇ± , SOOpG¦£Ñ@Ó¡N^yºyk .10 Ìá , ÚÌN£Xy¥º²cºoØÂéaÎ¡WºãsïóyNºãs³@wº ³ìº£Ü .11 boÌøiºãsºãéèVºÊ÷bá±Ä»¹QQ× .



154.3. Hand Parse of English Text of Syntactic Structures, Chapter 1We will now present our hand parse of the English text, annotated with the domains of the rules whichapply to render the Chinese translation. The �rst line for each translated sentence is the English original.The second portion indicates the rule domains, and the �nal line is the Chinese translation.1 Syntax is the study of the principles and processesby which sentences are constructed in particular languages.Syntax is[=BY-COMP[=GEN the study -GEN the principles and processes GEN=]by which[=PASSIVE-TO-ACTIVE sentences are constructed PASSIVE-TO-ACTIVE=][=LOC-PREPOSING in particular languages LOC-PREPOSING=]BY-COMP=].yykObãéy¥¤ÚÌÒcyylºìhMèkºãs .2 Syntactic investigation of a given language has as its goal theconstruction of a grammar that can be viewed as a device ofsome sort for producing the sentences of the language underanalysis.[=HEAVY-NP-SHIFT[=GEN Syntactic investigation -GEN a given language GEN=]has as its goal[=FOR-COMP[=THAT-WHICH-COMP[=GEN the construction -GEN a grammar GEN=]that can be viewed as[=GEN a device -GEN some sort GEN=]THAT-WHICH-COMP=]for producing[=GEN the sentences -GEN the language GEN=]under analysisFOR-COMP=]HEAVY-NP-SHIFT=].@¹Py¥ºykãsHykºØyíµØº ,oykiQÝ¨YÇ°F£ÍbÀR§Uy¥ºylØþºèk .



163 More generally, linguists must be concerned with the problem ofdetermining the fundamental underlying properties ofsuccessful grammars.More generally, linguists must be concerned with[=OF-GERUND-COMP[=GENthe problem-GENdetermining[=GENthe fundamental underlying properties-GENsuccessful grammarsGEN=]GEN=]OF-GERUND-COMP=].ó@ëÊa ,y¥ÇaÌ²·ößpóTw¨\ºykºÜò»ºÝD .
4 The ultimate outcome of these investigations should be a theoryof linguistic structure in which the descriptive devicesutilized in particular grammars are presented and studiedabstractly, with no specific reference to particular languages.[=GEN The ultimate outcome -GEN these investigations GEN=]should be[=IN-COMP[=GEN a theory -GEN linguistic structure GEN=]in which[=HIDDEN-COMPthe descriptive devices utilized[=LOC-PREPOSING in particular grammars LOC-PREPOSING=]HIDDEN-COMP=]are presented and studied abstractlyIN-COMP=],with no specific reference to particular languages.oÇãsºÌáº²×³ÓOby¥²cºz×¤Q³Îbãéyk¤ÃâHaQí{Mãsºygèk . ýS³£ìSwºãéy¥ .



175 One function of this theory is to provide a general method forselecting a grammar for each language, given a corpus of sentencesof this language.[=GEN One function -GEN this theory GEN=]is to[=FOR-COMPprovide a general method for selecting a grammar for each languageFOR-COMP=],given[=GENa corpus-GEN[=GENsentences-GENthis languageGEN=]GEN=]oz×º\Î§@OïóC@y¥ (¹Poy¥ºylºys )£Ñ@ÓïÜ@Óykº@ëÊºìk .6 The central notion in linguistic theory is that of "linguistic level."The central notion[=LOC-PREPOSING in linguistic theory LOC-PREPOSING=]is[=GEN that -GEN "linguistic level" GEN=].y¥z×º¤ßº§ÀOy¥± .7 A linguistic level, such as phonemics, morphology, phrasestructure, is essentially a set of descriptive devices thatare made available for the construction of grammars; itconstitutes a certain method for representing utterances.[=FOR-COMPA linguistic level, such as phonemics, morphology, phrasestructure, is essentially[=THAT-WHICH-COMP[=GEN a set -GEN descriptive devices GEN=]that are made availableTHAT-WHICH-COMP=]for [=GEN the construction -GEN grammars GEN=]FOR-COMP=];[FOR-COMPit constitutes a certain method for representing utterancesFOR-COMP=].@y¥± , ÑpµìÇ , cüÇ , üÕ²c . »èWO@M°FykºØyQsy¨iÎºygèk ; ¦ïóíF¡kØßYØìk .



188 We can determine the adequacy of a linguistic theory bydeveloping rigorously and precisely the form of grammarcorresponding to the set of levels contained within thistheory, and then investigating the possibility ofconstructing simple and revealing grammars of this form fornatural languages.We can determine[=GEN the adequacy -GEN a linguistic theory GEN=]by developing rigorously and precisely[=HIDDEN-COMP[=GERUND-COMP[=GEN the form -GEN grammar GEN=]corresponding to[=GEN the set -GEN levels GEN=]contained within this theoryGERUND-COMP=]HIDDEN-COMP=],and then[=FOR-COMP investigating[=OF-GERUND-COMP[=GEN the possibility-GENconstructing[=GEN simple and revealing grammars -GEN this form GEN=]GEN=]OF-GERUND-COMP=]for natural languagesFOR-COMP=].ÚÌiHMw@Óy¥z×ºØþÊHYæaMTêaoiXG]tboz×ºº@M±ºykºÎ¡ . Má°FÛMy¥ãspóØy²æºPúAºoÎ¡ºykºiàÊ .



199 We shall study several different conceptions of linguisticstructure in this manner, considering a succession oflinguistic levels of increasing complexity which correspond tomore and more powerful modes of grammatical description; andwe shall attempt to show that linguistic theory must containat least these levels if it is to provide, in particular,a satisfactory grammar of English.We shall study[=GEN several different conceptions -GEN linguistic structure GEN=]in this manner, considering[=THAT-WHICH-COMP[=GENa succession-GEN[=GEN linguistic levels -GEN increasing complexity GEN=]GEN=]which correspond to[=GEN more and more powerful modes -GEN grammatical description GEN=]THAT-WHICH-COMP=];and we shall attempt to show that linguistic theory must containat least these levels if it is to provide, in particular,[=GEN a satisfactory grammar -GEN English GEN=]ÚÌNÎoè¡ãsXØ£Pºy¥²cº[À , Ò{Ûï³óVo³ÄOºykygºÎ¡º@tCÆøÊ¥Wºy¥± ; ÃBÚÌNÁÕiÜy¥z×ÜÖ²·]toÇ± , SOOpG¦£Ñ@Ó¡N^yºyk .
10 Finally, we shall suggest that this purely formal investigationof the structure of language has certain interestingimplications for semantic studies.Finally, we shall suggest that[=FOR-COMP[=GENthis purely formal investigation-GEN[=GEN the structure -GEN language GEN=]GEN=]has certain interesting implications for semantic studiesFOR-COMP=].Ìá ,ÚÌN£Xy¥º²cºoØÂéaÎ¡WºãsïóyNºãs³@wº³ìº£Ü .



2011 The motivation for the particular orientation of the researchreported here is discussed below in section 6.[=HIDDEN-COMP[=GEN The motivation-GEN[=GEN the particular orientation -GEN the research GEN=]GEN=]reported here is discussed below[=LOC-PREPOSING in section 6 LOC-PREPOSING=]HIDDEN-COMP=].boÌøiºãsºãéèVºÊ÷bá±Ä»¹QQ× .



214.4. Wang and Lu 1966 translation of Syntactic Structures, Chapter 1.Generally speaking, the Wang-Lu translation is not as close to the English original as the Xing translation,both in terms of syntax and in terms of the words chosen as translations. Moreover, sentence 12 belowcontains two errors. Whereas the original discusses an increasing complexity of linguistic levels , the trans-lation says that what is increasing in complexity is the conceptions of linguistic structure ([Àºy¥²c). Furthermore, the structure of this NP is not correct. The Wang and Lu Chinese translation is linguisticstructure (y¥²c ) of conceptions ([À ), which is backwards from the English original conceptions oflinguistic structure.1 Mùãsy¥¤ylcyºìzP{ÇºÇÝ ,ÚÌÙ§°yyk .2 ïY@Øy¥@yyW§ãsÉ ,äØºbsg@¡yk ,ÚÚo¡yk ,ÚÌNiH¾DçË£ÍÓy¥ºyl .3 ]¹ ,y¥ÇaÒ@½`NºÝD ,NOnMw@¡¨\ºykÒ²·ãÆº@Çò»Êè .4 oØãsºÌá²× ,³ÓO@My¥²cºz× .5 oz×ïósgykÉÒÎºgêèk[HâH¡ºÔzMãs ,Ïädò£óYÇy¥ .6 oMz×º\Î§@ ,NOb[îYØy¥ºysá ,ÚÌNiHÚÚoz× ,ÓÑ¹Óy¥@ÓïÜykºìk .7 y¥z×º¤ß§À ,NOy¥h¸ .8 Ò×y¥h¸ ,ÑpµìÇ ,cüÇ ,üÕ²c¥ .9 NOsg@MykÉiÎºgêèk ,oÇh¸ØßF@ÓíFy¥ºìk .10 bMwYØy¥z×O_ØþÉ ,ÚÌiýHYæTêºè¡ ,Øß@XGoØz×Ò]tºy¥h¸ºykÎ¡ .11 MáÝO_iÎoØykÎ¡°ÛMy¥sg@M²æÓúAºyk .12 ÚÌNÎoØè¡ÓãsXØ£P[Àºy¥²c ,Ñ²æiJÆø ;13 ÚÌ]Qb»Ñ¤¡ú ,pGnQsg@MOH¡Nº^yyk ,äy¥z×²·n]toÇy¥h¸ .14 ÌáÚÌQ¡úºO ,oØïy¥²c@ÂÎ¡ºãs ,ïyNºãs]³L®º£Ü .



224.5. Xing et al 1979 translation of Syntactic Structures, Chapter 1Generally speaking, the Xing translation is closer to the English original than the Wang-Lu translation, bothin terms of syntax and in terms of the words chosen as translations. The translation as it appears here hasbeen encoded in complex characters. The original was published using the simpli�ed character set.1 ykÇOãsãéy¥¤cyylÒÚÚºìhMèkºÇÝ .2 ãsY@Øy¥ºyk ,äØºbósg@¡yk ,o¡ykiHÝ¨ÎÓ£ÍQÀRºo@y¥ºyyºYØâq (ÎÌ¡"YØËm").3 ó@ëa¡ ,y¥Ça²·ößºÝDNOçËhTwºÇ¨\ºykºò»Êè .4 oÇãsºÌá¨G³ÓO@Øöóy¥²cºz× ,¦â³ÎbYÇãéykÛ@ÌºygèkâHa£XÓ[Hãs ,ÓÒAÎºdòoÃ£óYÇãéy¥ .5 oØz×º\Î§@NO£Ñ@Óà÷°C@Øy¥ (unãÆo@y¥ºyyÀ÷ )ïÜX@¡ykºèk .6 y¥z×º¤ß§ÀNO "y¥± "(ÎÌÙ°"y¥h ")º§À .7 Ò×"y¥± ",pµì± ,ük± ,üÕ²c±¥ .8 q»èW¡ ,NO@MÎósgykºygËm .y¥±c¨FYØíFÜyºèk .9 ÚÌºýâXGo@y¥z×Ò]tºþMy¥±ºykÎ¡YæÓSëKaØß_Ó ,MáAÕd@Uà£àÎoØykÎ¡¹ÛMy¥sg²æúTºyk .10 ÚÌiHÎoØìkÓTw@Øy¥z×O£O³ÊI .11 ÚÌQÎoÓìkÓãsXÓ³tOºy¥²c§À ,Ò{@tCÑ²æìÆøº ,òVÓV³¨Äºykygè¡Ûï³ºy¥± .12 ÚÌÙQbog×åÌ¡M¡ ,nOQsg@¡OH¡Nº (ãé@I¡ )^yykºÜ ,äy¥z×N²·ÜÖ]toÇy¥± .13 ÌáÚÌQ£@U :oØïy¥²cºÂÎ¡ºãsïóãsyNÇ]Oà_@Ç³NäºÒÜ@Îº.14 oÌÒ¡ºMwãsu@ºãéèVºÊ÷ÝD ,Nbá±º$6¤Q× .



234.6. English Alignment of Wang and Lu, Chapter 1
============================================================================Wang-Lu Sentence 1 (corresponds to Chomsky Sentence 1)============================================================================C C->E-gloss E'Mù special-field (A) special fieldãs study studies (the) knowledgey¥ language;linguistic of[#] (the) principles¤ in and processesyl sentence of[1]cy structure sentenceº[1] GEN[1] structure;ìz principle weP and call{Ç process itº[#] NOM[#] syntaxÇÝ knowledge ., ,ÚÌ weÙ call§ it° TO-BEyyk syntax.



24==============================================================================Wang-Lu Sentence 2 (corresponds to Chomsky sentence 2)==============================================================================C C->E-gloss E'ï+[ ] to;as to;with regard to;for(coverb) To a certain kindY+@ +Ø a certain kind (of) language,wheny¥ language;linguistic (we) do (the) study@ to do;to make of[1] making sentences,yy to make a sentence (its) goal is to editW [ ] a grammar. By this§[1] GEN[1] grammar, we can knowãs investigation;study;research how (to) produceÉ when sentences of[2], , language.ä [pronoun]Øº goalb is to(approx.)sg edit;compile@+¡ (a;one) + CLyk grammar, ,ÚÚ by;in accordance witho+¡ thisyk grammar, ,ÚÌ weN (coverb)iH can;may¾D knowçË how£Í produceÓ [ ]y¥ language;linguisticº[2] GEN[2]yl sentence. .



25==============================================================================Wang-Lu Sentence 3 (corresponds to Chomsky sentence 3)==============================================================================C C->E-gloss E']¹ therefore;as a result Therefore,(the) problem, , that linguists alwaysy¥Ça linguist pay attention (is to)Ò that determine some@½ always;constantly fundamental properties`N pay attention to that a successfulº that grammar must have.ÝD problem, ,NO that isn want;requireMw determine@+¡ a + CL¨\º successfulyk grammarÒ that²· mustãÆ haveº that@Ç someò» fundamentalÊè property. .



26==============================================================================Wang-Lu Sentence 4 (subpart of Chomsky sentence 4)==============================================================================C C->E-gloss E'o+Ø this + kind (An) ultimate outcomeãs investigation;research;study of[1] this kind investigationº[1] GEN[1] should be a theory of[2]Ìá ultimate linguistic structure.²× outcome, ,³Ó shouldO be(is,am,was,are,were)COPULA@+M a + sety¥ linguistic;language²c structureº[2] GEN[2]z× theory. .



27==============================================================================Wang-Lu Sentence 5 (subpart of to Chomsky sentence 4)==============================================================================C C->E-gloss E'o this (The) descriptive devices thatz× theory (are) utilized for editing (a)ï+ó to;as to;with regard to;for(coverb) grammar.sg edit;compileyk grammar With regard to (the) descriptiveÉ when devices, this theory presentsÒ that and studies it abstractly.Î utilizeº that **(The) descriptive devicesgê descriptive (are in) this theory.èk device[H [ ]âH¡º abstractlyÔz presentM andãs study make (the) scope (of)(this, , theory)(does) not limit (to)Ï to make some certain language.ä [pronoun]dò scope;range£ notó limitY+Ç some certainy¥ language;linguistic. .Note: The translation of ¹y£úã is not particularly obvious.



28==============================================================================Wang-Lu Sentence 6 (corresponds to Chomsky Sentence 5)==============================================================================C C->E-gloss E'o+M this + set One function of[1] this theoryz× theory is (to) provide (a) methodº[1] GEN[1] (for) selecting (a) grammar\Î function (for) (a) language§[2] GEN[2] in accordance with this@ one theory after observing (the), , corpus of[3]certain kind (of)NO that is language.b after[î observeY+Ø certain kindy¥ language;linguisticº GENys corpusá, ,ÚÌ weN (coverb)iH can;mayÚÚ in accordance with;by(coverb)o thisz× theory, ,Ó aux. verbÑ¹ provideÓ [ ]y¥ language;linguistic@+Ó (a;one) + CLïÜ selectyk grammarº[%] NOM[%]ìk method. .



29==============================================================================Wang-Lu Sentence 7 (corresponds to Chomsky sentence 6)==============================================================================C C->E-gloss E'y¥ linguistic A central notionz× theory of[1]º[1] GEN[1] linguistic theory¤ß central ,§À notion that is, , linguisticNO that is levely¥ linguistic .h¸ level. .



30==============================================================================Wang-Lu Sentence 8 (subpart of Chomsky sentence 7)==============================================================================C C->E-gloss E'Ò× so calledy¥ linguistic;language Linguistic level (includes)h¸ level phonemics level, morphology, , level, phrase structureÑp such as level, etc.µìÇ phonemics, ,cüÇ morphology, ,üÕ phrase²c structure¥ etc.;and so on. .



31==============================================================================Wang-Lu Sentence 9 (subpart of Chomsky sentence 7)==============================================================================C C->E-gloss E'NO that is (The) descriptive devicessg edit;compile can (be) used (for) editing@+M a + set a grammar.yk grammarÉ wheni can;mayÎ useº[#] NOM[#]gê descriptiveèk device, ,o+Ç these these levels constituteh¸ level a method (for)Øß constitute representing language.F -le@+Ó a + CLíF representy¥ language;linguisticº[%] NOM[%]ìk method. .



32==============================================================================Wang-Lu Sentence 10 (subpart of Chomsky sentence 8)==============================================================================C C->E-gloss E'b when When (we) determineMw determine whether (a) certainY+Ø certain + kind kind (of) linguisticy¥ linguistic theory is adequacyz× theory or not ,O_ whether or notØþ adequacyÉ when, ,ÚÌ we we may firsti can;may construct (a)ý first form of grammarH by means of corresponding toYæ rigorously (the) linguisticTê precisely level thatºè¡ by means of this kind (of), theory containsØß construct;constitute by means of@ a;one rigorous andXG correspond to precise.o+Ø this + kindz× theoryÒ that]t containº thaty¥ linguistich¸ levelº[&] NOM[&]yk grammarÎ¡ form. .



33==============================================================================Wang-Lu Sentence 11 (subpart of Chomsky sentence 8)==============================================================================C C->E-gloss E'Má then Then see if (we)Ý see can use this formO_ whether or not (of) grammar to editi can;may a set (of) simple andÎ use clear grammar foro+Ø this + kind natural language.yk grammarÎ¡ form° for the sake of;for(coverb)ÛM naturaly¥ language;linguisticsg edit;compile@+M a + set²æ simpleÓ andúAº clearyk grammar. .



34==============================================================================Wang-Lu Sentence 12 (subpart of Chomsky sentence 9)==============================================================================C C->E-gloss E'ÚÌ we From simpleN shall to complex ,Î in(prep.) we shallo+Ø this + kind study severalè¡ manner different conceptionsÓ aux. verb of[1] linguisticãs study;research;investigate structureXØ several in this kind£P different (of) manner.[À conceptionº[1] GEN[1]y¥ linguistic²c structure, ,Ñ from(coverb)²æ simpleiJ to(coverb)Æø complex; ;

See section 4.4 for a discussion of the error in this translation.



35==============================================================================Wang-Lu Sentence 13 (subpart of Chomsky sentence 9)==============================================================================C C->E-gloss E'ÚÌ we We also want (to) explain] also (something) in this book.Q wantb in» thisÑ book¤ in¡ú explain, ,pG if If (we) want (to) edit anQ want;require set (of) satisfactorysg edit;compile English grammar,@+M a + setO to make (then) (the) linguisticH human being;person theory (of) English grammar¡Nº satisfactory must contain these^y English linguistic levels.yk grammar, ,ä [pronoun]y¥ linguistic;languagez× theory²· mustn want;require]t containoÇ thesey¥ linguistich¸ level. .



36==============================================================================Wang-Lu Sentence 14 (corresponds to Chomsky sentence 10)==============================================================================C C->E-gloss E'Ìá finally Finally, we want (to)ÚÌ we explain (that) thisQ want kind (of) purely¡ú explain formal investigationº[$] NOM[$] for natural languageO be(is,am,was,are,were)COPULA also has interesting, , implication foro+Ø this + kind semantic studies.ï+[ ] for;(as to;to;with regard to)(coverb)y¥ language;linguistic²c structure@ to do;to makeÂ purelyÎ¡º formalãs investigation;research;study, ,ï+[ ] for;(as to;to;with regard to)(coverb)yNº semanticãs study;research;investigation] also³ has;haveL®º interesting£Ü implication. .



374.7. English Alignment of Xing et al, Chapter 1
============================================================================Xing Sentence 1 (corresponds to Chomsky sentence 1)============================================================================C C->E-gloss E'ykÇ syntax Syntax is (a) knowledge (for)O be(is,am,was,are,were)COPULA studying sentences that (are)ãs study constructed by (using) (the)ãé particular principles and processesy¥ language in particular languages.¤ incy constructyl sentenceÒ thatÚÚ by(coverb)º thatìh principleM andèk processº[#] NOM[#]ÇÝ knowledge.



38==============================================================================Xing Sentence 2 (corresponds to Chomsky sentence 2)==============================================================================C C->E-gloss E'ãs investigation;study (To) study (the) syntax of[1]Y+@ +Ø a certain kind a certain kind of language,y¥ language;linguistic its goal (is to) edit a grammar.º[1] GEN[1] This grammar can be viewed as ayk syntax certain kind of[3] device (for), producing sentences of[2] thisä [pronoun] language which is analyzed.Øº goalbó is to(approx.)sg edit;compile@+¡ (a;one)+CLyk grammar,o+¡ this+CLyk grammariH can;mayÝ be viewed¨ as(coverb)Î utilizeÓ aux. verb£Í produceQÀR be analyzedº[@] NOM[@]o+@ this+oney¥ language;linguisticº[2] GEN[2]yy sentenceº[3] GEN[3]YØ a certain kindâq device(ÎÌ or¡ sayYØ a certain kindËm device).



39==============================================================================Xing Sentence 3 (corresponds to Chomsky sentence 3)==============================================================================C C->E-gloss E'ó more More generally, linguists must@ëa¡ generally pay attention to a problem., That is , how (to) determiney¥Ça linguist fundamental properties of[1]²· must those successful grammars.öß to be concerned about;to show concern;concernº[@] NOM[@]ÝD problemNO that isçË howh aux. verb/(prep.)toTw decide;determineºÇ those¨\º successfulyk grammarº[1] GEN[1]ò» fundamentalÊè property.



40==============================================================================Xing Sentence 4 (corresponds to Chomsky sentence 4)==============================================================================C C->E-gloss E'oÇ these (The) ultimate outcome of[1] theseãs investigation;study;research investigations should be aboutº[1] GEN[1] a kind (of) theory of[2]Ìá ultimate linguistic structure.¨G outcome³Ó shouldO be(is,am,was,are,were)COPULA@+Ø a/one + kindöó about(coverb)y¥ language;linguistic²c structureº[2] GEN[2]z× theory,¦ itâ (coverb)³Î apply (The) descriptive devicesb in (are) applied in particular grammars.YÇ some certainãé particularyk grammar **(The) descriptive devices (are)Û@ writing in a kind (of) theory of[2]Ì in linguistic structure.º[@] NOM[@]yg descriptiveèk deviceâHa abstractly£XÓ take out (The) descriptive devices (are)[H [ ] taken out and studied abstractly.ãs investigation;study;research,Ó but but (the) scope (of) a kind (of)Ò that theory of[2] linguistic structureAÎ cover that (it) covers (does) not limitº that (to) some certain particulardò scope;range language.oÃ but£ notó limitYÇ some certainãé particulary¥ language;linguistic.Note: The translation of this portion was not obvious: ¹y£úã .



41==============================================================================Xing Sentence 5 (corresponds to Chomsky sentence 5)==============================================================================C C->E-gloss E'o+Ø this + kind One function of[1] this kindz× theory (of) theory is (to) provideº[1] GEN[1] a method.\Î function§[2] GEN[2]@ one,NO that is (This) method can select a£Ñ provide grammar for(coverb) each@+Ó a/one + CL language.à÷ can;may;be able to° for(coverb)C@ +Ø each + kindy¥ language;linguistic(un only want (We) want to have sentenceãÆ to have corpus of[3] this language.??o@ thisy¥ language;linguisticº[3] GEN[3]yy sentenceÀ÷ corpus)ïÜX (L&T select out@+¡ a/one + CLyk grammarº[4] GEN[4]èk method;manner.



42==============================================================================Xing Sentence 6 (corresponds to Chomsky sentence 6)==============================================================================C C->E-gloss E'y¥ linguistic;language A central notionz× theory ofº[1] GEN[1] linguistic theory¤ß central ,§À notion that is, , linguisticNO that is levely¥ linguistic .± level(ÎÌ orÙ call° TO-BEy¥ linguistic;languageh level)º[2] GEN[2]§À notion. .



43==============================================================================Xing Sentence 7 (subpart of Chomsky sentence 7)==============================================================================C C->E-gloss E'Ò× so calledy¥ linguistic;language Linguistic level (includes)± level phonemics level, morphology, level, phrase structurep such as level, etc.µì phonemics± level, ,ük morphology± level, ,üÕ phrase²c structure± level¥ etc.;and so on. .



44==============================================================================Xing Sentence 8 (subpart of Chomsky sentence 7)==============================================================================C C->E-gloss E'q (coverb)»è essence Essentially (speaking), linguisticW in terms of level (is) a set (of) descriptive¡ say devices.NO that is@+M a + set (This) descriptive devices (are)Î utilize;use used (for) editing grammar.ó (coverb)sg edit;compileyk grammarº[&] NOM[&]yg descriptiveËm device, ,y¥ linguistic;language Linguistic levels constitute± level (a) certain method (for)c¨ constitute representing language.F -leYØ certain kindíF representÜy languageº[#] NOM[#]èk method. .



45==============================================================================Xing Sentence 9 (subpart of Chomsky sentence 8)==============================================================================C C->E-gloss E'ÚÌ we First, we construct (the)ºý first form (of) grammar rigorouslyâ (coverb) and precisely.XG correspond too+@ this + oney¥ language;linguistic (The) linguistic theoryz× theory contains (the) whole setÒ that (of) linguistic levels.]t containº thatþM whole sety¥ language;linguistic (The) form of grammar± level corresponds to (the)º[%] NOM[%] whole set (of) linguisticyk grammar levels.Î¡ formYæ rigorouslyÓS andëKa preciselyØß_Ó construct;constitute,Má thenA thenÕd investigate then (we) investigate@U [ ] {whether} (we) can useà can this kind (of) grammar£ not form (to) edit (a) simpleà can (and) clear grammarÎ use for natural languageo+Ø this + kind {or not}.yk grammarÎ¡ form¹ for(coverb)ÛM naturaly¥ language;linguisticsg edit;compile²æ simpleúT clearº[*] NOM[*]yk grammar.



46==============================================================================Xing Sentence 10 (subpart of Chomsky sentence 8)==============================================================================C C->E-gloss E'ÚÌ we We can use this kind (of)iH can;may method (to) determineÎ use {whether} (the) linguistico+Ø this + kind theory has defect {or not}.ìk manner;methodÓ aux. verbTw determine;decide@+Ø a/one + kindy¥ linguistic;languagez× theoryO be(is,am,was,are,were)COPULA£ notO be(is,am,was,are,were)COPULA³ has;haveÊI defect.



47==============================================================================Xing Sentence 11 (subpart of Chomsky sentence 9)==============================================================================C C->E-gloss E'ÚÌ weQ want We want (to) study severalÎ in(prep.) different conceptions (of)oÓ this+CL linguistic structureìk manner;method in this manner.Ó aux. verbãs investigate;study;researchXÓ several³ has;havetOº differenty¥ language;linguistic²c structure§À conception,Ò{ consider we consider a succession@ a (of) linguistic levels.tC successionÑ from(coverb)²æ simpleì to(coverb)Æø complexº[&] NOM[&],ò (coverb) From simple to complex,VÓV more and more (the) linguistic levels³ has;have corresponds to more and¨Äº powerful more powerful modes (of)yk grammar (grammatical description).yg descriptiveè¡ modeÛï³ correspond toº[#] NOM[#]y¥ language;linguistic± level.



48==============================================================================Xing Sentence 12 (subpart of Chomsky sentence 9)==============================================================================C C->E-gloss E'ÚÌ weÙ stillQ wantb ino+g this + CL We still want (to) say×å thesis clearly in this thesis.Ì in¡ say;speak;talkM¡ clear,nO if If (we) want (to) editQ want a satisfactory Englishsg edit;compile grammar,@+¡ a + CLO to makeH human being;person¡Nº satisfactory(ãé concrete (then) English grammar's@I a little bit linguistic theory¡ say must contain at least) these linguistic levels.^y Englishyk grammarºÜ if OR:,ä [pronoun] (then) linguistic theoryy¥ language;linguistic (of) English grammarz× theory must contain at leastN (coverb) these linguistic levels.²· mustÜÖ at least]t containoÇ thesey¥ language;linguistic± level.



49==============================================================================Xing Sentence 13 (corresponds to Chomsky sentence 10)==============================================================================C C->E-gloss E'Ìá finally Finally, we want to mentionÚÌ we (something).Q want (That is,)£ to mention this purely formal@U [ ] investigation: of[1] language structure cano+Ø this + kind show someï+[ ] for;(as to;to;with regard to);(coverb) interesting implicationsy¥ language;linguistic for semantic (studies).²c structureº[1] GEN[1]Â purelyÎ¡º formal OR:ãs investigationïó for;(as to;to;with regard to);(coverb) Finally, we want to mentionãs study (that) this purely formalyNÇ semantic investigation of[1] language] also structure can show someO be(is,am,was,are,were)COPULA interesting implicationsà can;be able to for semantic (studies)._ show(coverb)@Ç some³Näº interestingÒÜ implication@Îº effect.



50==============================================================================Xing Sentence 14 (corresponds to Chomsky sentence 11)==============================================================================C C->E-gloss E'oÌ here (The) motivation problem of[2]Ò that particular orientation of[1] (the)¡ say;speak;talk research work that (is) said hereº that shall (be) discussed below in $6.Mw determine;decideãs research;study;investigationu@ workº[1] GEN[1]ãé particularèV orientationº[2] GEN[2]Ê÷ motivationÝD problem,N shallb iná±º behind;below$6 $6¤ inQ× discuss.



514.8. DictionaryA. Pin Yin Charactera yi;yi+(ge) @;@ +(Ó)abstractly chou xiang di âHaadequacy jian quan xing ØþÊanalysis fen xi ÀRand yu;he;bing;bing qie P;M ;Ã ;ÃBare shi Oas cheng;dang zuo;[ ] ¨;íµ ;[ ]at least zhi shao ÜÖattempt to chang shi;qi tu ÁÕ ;øÏavailable ke yong (de); iÎ (º );you xiao (de) ³Ä (º )B.be shi Obe concerned guan xin ößbe viewed bei ren wei; bei kan Q{° ;QÝbelow hou mian á± (adv.)by gen ju;yi;yi ÚÚ ;Ì ;HC.can ke;ke yi i;iHcentral zhong xin de ¤ßºcertain mou;mou yi;mou zhong Y;Y@ ;YØyi din de @wºcomplexity fu za xing ÆøÊ (n.)conception guan nian [À (n.)consider kao lu Ò{ (v.)constitute jian li Øß (v.)construct jian zao Øy (v.)construction jian zao;jie gou; Øy ;²c ;gou zao cy (n.)contain bao han ]t (v.)corpus su cai;yu qun À÷ ;yscorrespond to fu he;he hu; ÅX ;XG ;xiang dui ying yu Ûï³óD.description miao xie yg (n.)descriptive miao xie (de) yg (º )(adj.)determine jue din;que din Mw ;Tw (v.)develop fa zhan oi (v.)device fang fa èk (n.)different bu tong de £Pº (adj.)discuss tao lun Q× (v.)E.



52each mei yi C@english yin yu ^yessentially ben zhi shang »èWF.finally zui hou Ìáfor wei;wei le;dui; °;°F ;ï ;dui yu;de(GEN) ïó ;º (GEN)form xing shi Î¡formal xing shi shang de Î¡Wºfunction gong yong \Îfundamental ji ben de ò»ºG.general yi ban xing de @ëÊº (adj.)generally yi ban xing di @ëÊa (adv.)given gei yu (de) ¹P (º )goal mu di Øºgrammar yu fa;wen fa yk ;åkgrammatical yu fa (de) yk (º )H.has you ³here zai zhe li boÌI.if ru guo pGimplication an shi;ti shi tÜ ;£Üin yong;zai...zhong; Î;b ...¤;...zhi zhong ...§¤in particular te bie;you qi SO ;×äincreasing zhu jian de; v¥º ;jian zeng de ¥Wºinteresting wei miao de; L®º ;you qu de ³ìºinvestigate yian jiu ãs (v.);Õdinvestigation yian jiu ãs (n.);Õdis shi Oit ta ¦(pronoun)its ta de ¦ºL.language yu yian y¥level ceng;ceng ci;ping mian h;h¸ ;±linguist yu yian xue jia y¥Çalinguistic yu yian y¥M.make zhi zao sy



53manner fang fa;fang shi èk ;è¡method fang fa;ban fa èk ;ìkmode xing shi Î¡more geng ómore and more yue fa;zhu jian Vo ;v¥morphology ci fa;gou ci xue ük ;cüÇmotivation dong ji Ê÷must bi xu ²·N.natural zi ran ÛMno wu;mei you L;S³notion gai nian §ÀO.of de ºone yi @orientation fang xiang èVoutcome jie lun;cheng guo ²× ;¨GP.particular ju ti ãéphonemics ying wei;ying wei xue µì ;µìÇphrase ci zu;pian yu üÕ ;ùypossibility ke neng xing; iàÊ ;ke shi xian xing iê{Êpowerful you xiao li de ³ÄOºprecisely que shi di Têapresent biao xian í{principle yan ze;yan li ìh ;ìzproblem wen ti ÝDprocess fang fa;cheng xu èk ;{Çproduce chan sheng £Íproperty xing zhi Êèprovide gong gei;ti gong Ñ¹ ;£Ñpurely chun cui di ÂéaR.reference chen shu;ti dao ¯z ;£ìreport bao gao øirepresent biao da íFresearch yian jiu ãsrevealing ming liao de úAºrigorously yian ge di YæaS.satisfactory man yi de ¡Nºselect xuan ze ïÜsemantic yu yi de yNºsentence yu ju;ju zi yy ;yl



54set tao Mseveral ji zhong (de) XØ (º )shall jiang;jiang yiao;hui N;Nn ;|should ying gai ³Óshow zhan shi iÜsimple jian dan (de) ²æ (º )some mou xie;yi xie YÇ ;@Çsort zhong lei Øþspecific te din de Swºstructure jie gou ²cstudy yian jiu ãssuccessful cheng gong de ¨\ºsuccession xi lie tCsuch as zhu ru Ñpsuggest jian yi;ti chu Ø³ ;£Xsyntactic ju fa (de); yk (º );zao ju fa (de) yyk (º )syntax ju fa xue;zao ju fa ykÇ ;yykT.that [ ];na;na ge [ ];º;ºÓthe [ ] [ ]then ran hou Mátheory li lun z×these zhe xie oÇthis zhe+(yi);zhe o+(@);oto dui yu;dao;[ ] ïó ;ì ;[ ]U.ultimate zui hou de Ìáºunder zai...zhi xia b...§Uunderlying ji chu de ò¦ºutilize ying yong;yong ³Î ;Îutterance shuo fa ¡kW.we wo men ÚÌwhich [ ];na yi ge [ ];º@Ówith [ ] [ ]within zai...(yi) nei; b...(H)º ;...yi nei ...Hº



55NoteThis report is published as a technical report jointly at UMIACS and the CS Department at the Universityof Maryland:� UMIACS-TR-95-122� CS-TR-35755. BibliographyChomsky, Noam. Syntactic Structures. Mouton. 1957.Haegeman, Liliane. Introduction to Government and Binding Theory. Blackwell. 1991.Liang et al 1972 A New Practical Chinese-English Dictionary The Far East Book Co., Ltd., Taipei, Re-public of China, 1972.Li, Charles N. and Sandra A. Thompson. Mandarin Chinese A Functional Reference Grammar UniversityOf California Press. 1981Wang, William S. Y. and Hsiao-tung Lu. Syntactic Structures Hong Kong University Press. 1966Wu et al 1973 Continental's Concise English-Chinese Dictionary Continental Bookstore, Taipei, Republicof China, 1973Xing et al 1979 translation of Syntactic Structures Chinese Academy of Science Publishing House, Beijing,People's Republic of China, 1979Notes1. We assume a generic version of X-bar structure, such as that discussed in Haegeman 1991.


